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Rob Chartrand – Getting the Gospel 
Understanding the true essence of the gospel is crucial for a solid foundation in both our lives and ministries. 
We will tackle common misconceptions and “pseudo-gospels,” aiming to clarify the genuine core of the gospel 
and its profound implications for personal life and ministry work.

YQ Interns – God Doesn’t Have Grandkids 
Growing up in a Christian home can be challenging, and at some point, you must decide what you believe 
and what you will stand for. You get to embark on a quest of making your faith more than what your parents 
have raised you to believe. The four YQ interns understand your struggle; each of us were raised in Christian 
families! Join us to discover that you’re not alone in your experience, and gain practical tools to begin your 
journey of apprenticing under Jesus.

Briercrest Worship – Why Worship 
What is worship? Why do we do it? Join Briercrest Worship as we work through these two questions followed 
by a time of unplugged musical worship.
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Ellen Duffield– Brave Girls 
Studies show that a woman’s confidence peaks at age 9, significantly impacting her ability to step into all 
God is calling her to be and do. Age 9!?!  This highly interactive workshop, led by the founder of BRAVE Girls 
(bravegirls.ca), weaves scriptures, stories and activities that help us to find our BRAVE way. Be sure to bring a 
notebook with you for the scrapbooking exercise.

Karym Coleman – Brave Boys 
Becoming a Brave Boy can be a challenging journey. This highly interactive workshop offers scriptural stories 
as well as powerful models, tools and fun activities around identity, courage and wise decision making to help 
young men grow into the fullness of who God created them to be. Be sure to bring a notebook with you for 
one of the hands-on activities.


